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bility of Establishing Real-Time 
nt-to-Point Packet4 witched 

&in Zheng, Member, IEEE, and Kang G. Shin, Fellow, IEEE 

Abstract - There are numerous applications which require 
packets to be delivered within pre-specified delay bounds in 
point-to-point packet-switched networks. To meet this re- 
quirement, we define a real-time channel as a unidirectional 
connection between two nodes in such a network that guar- 
antees every packet to be delivered before a user-defined, 
end-to-end deadline. 

The goal of this paper is to lay a mathematical basis for 
the problem of establishing real-time channels by (i) deriv- 
ing a necessary and sufficient condition for the schedulability 
of a set of channels over a link, and (ii) developing an effi- 
cient method for calculating the minimum delay bound over 
a link for each channel. Given the traffic characteristics of 
a channel, our results can be used to check whether or not 
every packet will be delivered within a pre-specified delay 
bound, The results are also applicable to a wide variety of 
real-time task scheduling problems. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
CURRENT packet-switched networks provide users with 
two basic types of communication service: datagrams and 
virtual circuits. Typical examples of these two types are In- 
ternet User Datagram Protocol (UDP) and Internet Trans- 
mission Control Protocol (TCP). The datagram service 
provides connectionless, unreliable communications between 
two hosts where each data unit (datagram) is sent indepen- 
dently and there is no guarantee that the datagrams will 
ever get delivered or delivered correctly. The virtual circuit 
service, on the other hand, provides connection-oriented, 
reliable communications, and guarantees all packets to be 
delivered correctly and in sequence. Each type of service 
has its own application domains. Datagrams are suitable 
for short and/or urgent communications because no con- 
nection establishment procedure is needed, while virtual 
circuits are more suitable for those applications requiring 
reliable and sequenced delivery of packets. 

An important feature that both datagrams and virtual 
circuits do not support is the guaranteed timely deliv- 
ery of packets. There are, however, numerous applica- 
tions - such as interactive voice/video communications, 
time-constrained remote operations, and real-time con- 
trol/monitoring - that require all packets to be delivered 
within pre-specified delay bounds. For these applications, 
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there is a need for a third type of service - called a real- 
time channel - which guarantees the timely, sequenced 
delivery of packets from a source host/node to a destina- 
tion host /node. 

The need for real-time channels was first noted in [I], 
stating that in addition to TCP, at least two other types 
of transport layer protocols are desirable: (i) a speech pro- 
tocol guaranteeing sequenced, timely delivery of messages 
without considering the reliability in message delivery, and 
(ii) a real-time protocol guaranteeing both timeliness and 
high reliability. The concept of real-time channel belongs 
to the first type of protocol, in which the reliability issue 
is not considered. Note that the high reliability of TCP is 
’achieved by retransmission of packets, which is usually too 
time-consuming to be useful for real-time applications. 

An easy way to implement a real-time channel would be 
to use the circuit-switching technique. Given the user’s 
maximum traffic generation behavior, one can use a ded- 
icated circuit with an adequate bandwidth between two 
hosts to guarantee the timely delivery of all packets. If a 
link’s bandwidth is greater than that a single channel re- 
quires, several channels can be established over the link us- 
ing either tzme-dzviszon multiplexing (TDM) or frepuency- 
division multiplexing (FDM) techniques, as is usually done 
for telecommunication networks. These multiplexing tech- 
niques, however, do not exploit the bursty nature of data 
traffic (thus resulting in severe under-utilization of link ca- 
pacity) and the different requirements of traffic types (thus 
resulting in an inflexible allocation of link bandwidth). 

The packet-switching technique, on the other hand, uses 
the link capacity more efficiently and flexibly since it al- 
locates the link bandwidth dynamically according to the 
traffic demands. However, most current packet-switched 
networks use First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) or Round- 
Robin (RR) scheduling policies for packet transmissions at 
each transmission link. These are not suitable for real-time 
applications since urgent packets should be given priority 
over non-urgent ones. 

The increase of the switching node’s processing power 
with advanced processor technology has enabled more so- 
phisticated switching techniques to be used. Ferrari and 
Verma [21 proposed to use a deadline scheduling policy in- 
stead of the FCFS or RR policy. Each arriving packet is as- 
signed a deadline according to its requested delivery delay 
bound. The packet with the earliest deadline is transmit- 
ted first. The deadline scheduling policy was proved to be 
optimal [3] in the sense that if packets can be transmitted 
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before their deadlines using any scheduling policy, so can 
they using the deadline scheduling policy. Thus, using the 
deadline scheduling policy can enhance a link’s ability to 
accommodate real-time channels. 

Several ways of implementing the deadline scheduling 
policy at aswitching node were discussed in [4,11,12]. How- 
ever, as pointed out in [5], one problem in using deadline 
scheduling is the difficulty in computing guarantees. There 
are no known efficient solutions to the schedulability prob- 
lem: given a set of real-time channels, can all packets in 
these channels be delivered before their requested delay 
bounds? It is essential to solve the schedulability problem 
when real-time channels are to be established. 

Ferrari and Verma [2] obtained a solution to the schedu- 
lability problem under the assumption that the summation 
of the maximum packet transmission times over all real- 
time channels passing through a link is not larger than the 
minimum packet inter-arrival times of these channels. This 
assumption is quite restrictive in practice since it limits the 
traffic types to be serviced. Without using this assump- 
tion, Kandlur e t  a!. [5] established a sufficient condition to 
check the schedulability of channels. The:y first derived the 
schedulability conditions from the fixed-priority schedul- 
ing policy. Since any set of channels which are schedulable 
under fixed-priority scheduling are also schedulable under 
deadline scheduling, this condition is a sufficient schedula- 
bility condition for the deadline policy. 

It can be proved that under the assurnption of [2], the 
sufficient condition in [5] is equivalent to ithe sufficient con- 
dition in [a]. So, the result in [5] subsumes that in [2]; 
that is, [5] can deal with situations where the assumption 
of [a] fails to hold. However, using sufficient schedulabil- 
ity conditions for establishing real-time channels may still 
under-utilize the network’s transmission capacity since a 
violation of the sufficient conditions does not necessarily 
mean that the channels cannot be established. 

The goal of this paper is thus to obtain a “true” schedu- 
lability condition that is both necessary aind sufficient with- 
out any assumption about the traffic types to be serviced. 
Using this condition, the network’s transmission capacity 
can be best utilized to accommodate real-time channels. 
We will also derive an efficient means of computing the min- 
imum delay over a link for each real-timle channel running 
through it. All results are obtained under both preemptive 
and non-preemptive scheduling policies. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section I1 states the 
problem formulation and discusses how the solutions to this 
problem could be used to establish real-time channels. So- 
lutions under the preemptive and non-prleemptive deadline 
scheduling policies are given and discussed in Section I11 
and Section IV, respectively. The paper concludes with 
Section V. 

11. PROBLEM FORMULA,TION 
A real-time channel is defined to be uni-directional. A 

bi-directional real-time channel can be created by setting 
up two separate uni-directional channels. The reason for 
this is that the traffic patterns of two directions could be 

significantly different. So it is more efficient to consider 
one direction at a time. 

Since packet delays are easier to control with fixed-route 
packet switching than with dynamic routing, the former is 
used to establish real-time channels. Thus, one needs to 
establish a channel before using it. The channel establish- 
ment procedure includes the following steps: 

1. Routing: select a source-destination route for the chan- 
nel. All packets of the real-time channel will be sent 
over this route. 

2. Performance verification: check if the selected route 
satisfies the delivery delay requirements of the channel. 
The establishment of a new channel should not affect 
the performance guarantees of the existing channels. 

3. Connection confirm or denial: if the performance veri- 
fication test passes, then the real-time channel can be 
established. Otherwise, the connection request is de- 
nied. The user requesting a channel to be established 
should either change the delay requirements or request 
the channel to be established later. 

The above procedure can be performed in a decentral- 
ized [2] or centralized [6,12] manner. The reader is referred 
to [6,12] for implementation details of the channel estab- 
lishment procedure. We will in this paper focus on the per- 
formance verification, Le., checking whether the requested 
end-to-end delivery delay bound along a given route can 
be guaranteed or not. 

The end-to-end packet delivery delay is the summation 
of delays over links and nodes along the selected route, 
which are composed of: 

Switching delays: the time needed to move a packet 
from an input link (or the application process at the 
source node) to an appropriate output link buffer (or 
the application process at the destination node). 

e Queueing delays: the waiting time due to contention 
at the transmitter of an output link. 

e Transmission and propagation delays: the time needed 
to transmit the packet and the time for the packet to 
reach the next node. 

The switching delay depends on the switching architec- 
ture and technique used by the node. According to the 
discussion in 671, the data transfer speed inside a switch- 
ing node is usually much faster than that of an output link, 
and thus, the switching delays are negligible as compared to 
the other two elements. In other words, we assume a non- 
blocking output-queueing model of the switching node. 

The transmission and propagation delays of a packet are 
easy to determine. The former depends on the size of the 
packet and the transmission rate, and the latter on the 
length of each link in the route. Since the propagation 
delay is constant for a given route, it can be subtracted 
from the requested end-to-end delivery delay bound. So, 
we will consider only the transmission delays for the third 
element listed above. 

In order to calculate the queueing delay, however, one 
has to consider (i) the characteristics of packet generation 
at the source node, and (ii) the scheduling policy used for 
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each link. Because of the limited transmission capacity of 
each link, no bounded queueing delay can be guaranteed 
unless the source node specifies its pattern of traffic gener- 
ation. In other words, as was assumed in [2, 51 a user re- 
questing a real-time channel to be established must specify 
two parameters, T and C, describing the traffic characteris- 
tics, where T is the minimum packet inter-arrival time and 
C is the maximum packet-transmission time over a link.’ 
C/T determines the maximum traffic load generated by 
the channel. Note that without any knowledge of these pa- 
rameters, it is impossible to guarantee bounded queueing 
delays. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume this knowledge 
in many applications, such as interactive voice/video trans- 
mission and real-time control/monitoring. A user may ex- 
ceed his pre-specified maximum packet generation rate at 
the risk that these packets may be delivered with delays 
longer than the pre-specified bound or may even be dis- 
carded. (The system is, of course, not responsible for hon- 
oring the client’s requests which do not conform to the a 
przori agreed terms.) 

As discussed earlier, the deadline scheduling policy is 
used for real-time channels because of its optimality. In 
order to employ this deadline scheduling policy, one must 
assign a deadline to each packet queued at a transmission 
link. Here we assume that each packet arrived at time t is 
assigned a deadline t +d ,  where d is called the repvested de- 
Zay bound (RDB) over the link which is either given by the 
client requesting the channel or determined by a channel 
establishment algorithm. 

Based on the discussions thus far, we can now formally 
define schedulability problems. A real-time channel r run- 
ning through a link is described by a 3-tuple (T,C,d) ,  
where T is the minimum packet inter-arrival time at the 
link, C is the maximum packet-transmission time over the 
link, and t+d is the deadline assigned to a packet arrived at 
time t .  Without loss of generality, TI C,  and d are assumed 
to be all positive. 

A set of channels ri = (x, Ci, d;), i = 1 , 2 ,  ..., n, is said to 
be schedulable over a link iffor all 1 5 i 5 n,  the maximum 
delay (queueing delay plus transmission delay) experienced 
by channel i’s packets over the link is not greater than the 
requested delay bound di .  

We define the following two problems related to channel 
schedulability : 

Problem A: Given a set of n channels ri = ( E ,  Ci, d i ) ,  i = 
1 , 2 ,  ..., n, are they schedulable over a link? 

: Suppose n-  1 channels, ri = (Ti, Ci, d i ) ,  i = 
1 , 2 ,  ..., n - 1, are schedulable over a link. Given a 
new channel r, with the minimum packet inter-arrival 
time T, and the maximum packet transmission time 
C,, what is the minimum value of d, such that all 
~i = ( x , C i ,  d i ) ,  i = 1 , 2 ,  ..., n,  are still schedulable 
over the link? 

The following remarks need to  be made about the above 
problem definitions. 

’ C  equals the maximum packet length divided by the transmission 
rate of the link. So, it varies over links with different transmission rates. 

1. Problems A and B deal with performance verification 
over a single link only. Recall that a real-time channel 
needs to guarantee an end-to-end deadline. There are 
two ways to use the solutions of Problems A and B for 
checking end-to-end deadline guarantees. 

The client requesting the channel divides the end- 
to-end delay into smaller values, one for each 
link in the route and performs the schedulability 
check for each link (Problem A). The delay al- 
location algorithm may need information about 
link capacities, current link loads, link costs, and 
so on. If all the checks are positive, the real-time 
channel can be established successfully. Other- 
wise, the client must reallocate the link delays or 
select another route, and repeat the procedure. 

e The solution of Problem E? is used to calculate 
the minimum packet delay bound for each of the 
links on the route. If the summation of these 
minimum delay bounds is not greater than the 
requested end-to-end delay, the real-time chan- 
nel can be established successfully. Otherwise, it 
is impossible to establish the channel at this time 
unless the client chooses an alternative route or 
increases the requested end-to-end delay bound. 

2. The description of a channel over a link with a 3-tuple 
(T, C, d)  means that the packet inter-arrival times at 
the link are not smaller than a constant T .  This is true 
at the first link of the channel if the source node abides 
by the traffic generation constraints. The packet inter- 
arrival times at intermediate links, however, may be 
smaller than T because of the different delays experi- 
enced by the packets at the previous links. In this case, 
a logical packet arrival time t’ - which is defined as 
the time the packet would have arrived at the link if it 
had experienced the largest delays (Le., the requested 
delay bounds) at all previous links - should be used 
to compute the packet’s deadline, t’ + d. Using its 
logical packet arrival time will not exceed the packet’s 
end-to-end delay bound. Also, under heavy traffic 
conditions, using the logical arrival time will lower the 
priority of a packet which has gained time over the 
previous links (thus arrived earlier than normal) and 
let other tighter-deadline packets be transmitted first. 
Under light traffic conditions, using the logical arrival 
time will not delay the transmission of any packet, be- 
cause the packet can be transmitted before its logical 
arrival time. (See [5] for a detailed account of this.) 
At the source node, the similar logical generation time 
can be used to deal with the situation when a client 
violates his pre-specified traffic constraints. The pack- 
ets that are generated earlier than agreed upon are 
assigned the same deadlines as if they were gener- 
ated according to the agreement. These early pack- 
ets may suffer larger delays or may even discarded, 
but they will not affect the guarantees of other pack- 
ets. Thus, establishing real-time channels is also an 
efficient means of flow control [2]. 
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3. Application of the solutions to Problems A and B is 
not limited to real-time channel establishment. A link 
can represent any time-critical resource like a pro- 
cessor, and channels can represent any semi-periodic2 
time-critical tasks. So, our solutions can also be used 
for (semi-)periodic task scheduling problems as those 
discussed in [3]. Actually, the problems addressed in 
this paper are more general than the ones in [3] since 
we do not require the deadline d to be equal to the 
task period T.  

Readers are referred to [2,5,12] for more dliscussions on the 
above issues. 

111. PREEMPTIVE SCHEDlJL ING 
We derive solutions to Problems A and B for the pre- 

emptive deadline scheduling policy in this section. Under 
this policy, a packet with the earliest dleadline is always 
transmitted first. When a packet with an earlier deadline 
arrives, the transmission of the current packet is preempted 
and it will be resumed after all packets with earlier dead- 
lines are transmitted. The time needed far the preemption 
and resumption of transmission is assumed to be negligi- 
ble. All results obtained in this section will be extended 
to non-preemptive deadline scheduling policy in the next 
section. 

Define afunction [zl+ = n if n-1 5 z < n, n = 1 , 2 ,  ..., 
and [zl+ = 0 for z < 0. Then we have the following 
solution to Problem A. 

Theorem 1: A set of n channels ~i == (Z, Ci, d i ) ,  i = 
1,2,  ..., n, are schedulable over a link under the preemptive 
deadline policy if and only if 

Proof of the necessary condition: Let 0 be the starting 
time for the system. In other words, the system is empty (of 
packets) at time t = 0. Then, Vt  > 0, a necessary condition 
for no packets to miss their deadlines in [ O , t ]  is that the 
amount of time, I', needed to transmit all those packets 
arrived during [O,t] with deadlines 5 t is not greater than 
t .  Since the minimal packet inter-arrival time of channel i 
is Ti, there are at most [(t - &)/El+ packets arrived over 
channel i during [ O , t ]  with deadlines t ,  which need at 
most [(t - di)/Til+Ci units of time to transmit. Thus, the 
maximum value of I' is [(t - di)/T,l+Ci. This proves 
the necessary condition. 

Proof of the sufficient condition: We prove this by con- 
tradiction. Suppose a packet misses its deadline at time t l ,  
meaning that at least one packet with deadline 5 tl has 
not been transmitted over the link by t l  (a packet is said 
to have been transmitted when the last bit of the packet 
leaves the transmitting node). Then, from the property of 
a preemptive deadline scheduling policy, there must exist 
t' < tl such that during the time period I[t', tl], the node is 

'In the sense that there exists a minimum task inter-arrival time. 

busy transmitting only those packets with deadlines 5 t l .  
Let t o  be the smallest such t', then there are no packets 
with deadlines 5 t l  queued for the link at time to. Thus, 
it is concluded that in the time period [to,tl], the link is 
busy transmitting anly those packets which arrive at the 
link during the time period [to,tl] and having deadlines 
5 t l .  Based on the same reasoning as the proof of the nec- 
essary condition, the maximum amount of time needed to 
transmit these packets is I' = Cy=l [(tl - t o  - di)/Zl+Ci. 
Since one packet misses its deadline at t l ,  this I? must be 
larger than tl  - to, that is, 

n 

C[(tl - t o  - di)/Zl+Ci > tl - t o .  
i=l 

By letting t = t l  - t o ,  the above inequality contradicts the 
0 

An interesting special case of Theorem 1 is when di = Ti 
for all 1 5 i 5 n. Since [(t-Z)/T,l+ 5 t / Z ,  the inequality 
of Theorem 1 is satisfied if the maximum utilization of 
the link, Cy=lCi/Z, is not greater than 1. Also, it is 
easy to see that the maximum utilization of the link does 
not exceed 1 is a necessary condition for the schedulability 
of channels. Thus, we conclude that when the requested 
delay bounds are equal to the minimum packet inter-arrival 
times, the channels are schedulable over the link if and only 
if the maximum link utilization does not exceed 1. This is 
the well-known result reported in [3] for the periodic task 
scheduling problem. 

Two additional properties about the schedulability of 
channels over a link follow immediately from Theorem 1. 

1. Increasing the requested delay bounds di's will not af- 
fect the schedulability of channels. 

2. A new channel can always be added if its requested 
delay bound is large enough and the total utilization 
of the link does not exceed 1. 

These two properties are stated formally in the following 
corollary. 

condition that Vt  2 0, [(t - di)/ql+Ci 5 t .  

Corollary 1: 

(1) Suppose a set of channels ri = (Z,Ci,di), i = 1, ..., n, 
are schedulable over a link, then for any di 2 d i ,  the 
set of channels T: = (Z, Ci, d:), i = 1, ..., n, are also 
schedulable over the link. 

(2) Suppose n-1 of channels ~i = ( E ,  Ci, d i ) ,  i = 1, ..., n- 
1,  are schedulable on a link, then by adding one more 
channel 7, = (Tn, Cn, dn), the set of n channels ri = 
(Ti, Ci, d i ) ,  i = 1, ..., n, are also schedulable on the link 
if the maximum link utilization Cy=1 Ci/Z < 1 and 
d, >Tn+tn ,where tn=max{dl ,  ..., d n - l , ( z y i t ( l -  
d i / ~ ) c i  + Cn>/( l -  C~/Z)>]. 

Proof: (1) is a direct result of Theorem 1. 
To prove (2), using Theorem 1 we need to show that 

Vt  2 0, x;=1 [(t - di)/Zl+Ci 5 t .  For t < d n ,  Cy=1 [(t - 
di)/ZI+Ci = [(t - di)/T,l+Ci. Since the first n - 1 
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channels are schedulable over the link, from Theorem 1, 
the right-hand side of the above equation is less than, or 
equal, to t .  Thus, [(t - di)/Z]+Ci 5 t for t < d,. 

For t 2 d,, 
n n 

n--1 

i=l 
n 

i=l 

From the definition of t,, we have 

n-1 n-1 

x ( 1 -  di/z)Ca 5 (1 - Ci / z ) tn .  
i=l i=1 

Thus, 
n n 

i=l i=l 

Since xrzl Ci/T, < 1, the inequality Cy=l [(t-di)/Zl+Ci 
5 t follows. 0 

Theorem 1 has a neat mathematical form and is useful 
for deriving properties about the schedulability of chan- 
nels. However, one may find it difficult to use for solving 
Problem A in practice, because the inequality of Theorem 
1 is supposed to be checked over an infinite length interval 
[0, m). Two observations can resolve this difficulty. First, 
the left-hand side of the inequality is a piece-wise constant 
function. Thus, we only need to check the inequality at 
some discrete points in [0, m). Second, there exists a point 
t,,, such that under the condition that the total utiliza- 
tion of the link Cn/Tn < 1, the inequality of Theorem 
1 always holds for V t 2 t,,,. So, we only need to consider 
a finite set of points to validate the inequality of Theorem 
1. To this end, we have the following theorem which is a 
practically-realizable version of Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2: A set of channels 7-i = ( E ,  Ci, d i ) ,  i = 
1 , 2 ,  ...) n,  are schedulable over a link with the preemptive 
deadline scheduling policy if and only if both of the follow- 
ing hold: 

Proof: The first condition is easy to  prove as follows. cyzl Ci/Z is the maximum total utilization by all chan- 
nels, and if it is greater than 1, there is no way that these 
channels are schedulable over the link. 

To prove the second condition, we use Theorem 1. Since 
the value of [(t - di)/Z]"Ci changes only on the set S,! = 

{di + n q  : n = 0,1, ...}, we only need to check the inequal- 
ity of Theorem 1 on the set S' = U~==,S~. 

Furthermore, [(t - d,)/Zlt  5 1 + (t - di ) /q  for all 
t 2 max{di : i = 1, *.., n}. So, it is easy to verify that for 
t 2 t,,,, the inequality of Theorem 1 always holds. So, 
we only need to  check the inequality on the set S' n {t : t 5 
t,,,}, which is the set S. 

Example 1: Given three channels 7-1 = (TI, CI, dl) = 
(10,2,5), ~2 = (Tz, Cz, d2) = (8 ,4,  a), and 7-3 = (T3, (73, d3) 
= (12,3, d3). Use Theorem 2 to check their schedulability 
for d3 = 9 and d3 = 8. 

0 

Solution: First we check that the total utilization 
3 

C C i / Z  = 0.95 < 1. 
i=l 

For d3 = 9, t,,, = 35 from Theorem 1. Then, SI = 
{5,15,25,35}, S, = {8,16,24,32}, S3 = {9,21,33}, and 
S = SluS:,US,. It is easy to verify that Vt  E S, C:=l[(t- 
di)/Z]+Ci< t .  Thus, the channels are schedulable with 
d3 = 9. 

Similarly,for d3 = 8, t,,, = 40. Then S1 = {5,15,25,40}, 
S:, = {8,16,24,32,40}, S3 = {8,20,32}, and S = SI U S 2 U  
S3. At t = 8, [(t-di)/E = 9. Thus, the inequality of 
Theorem 2 is not satisfied. We conclude that the channels 
cannot be scheduled with d3 = 8. 0 

Using the first result of Corollary 1, we can conclude 
that in the above example, 9 is the minimum integer value 
of d3 such that the three channels are schedulable. So, if 
one wants to establish channel 7-3 over a link on which 
and 7-2 already exist, the minimum requested delay bound 
he/she can ask is 9. We then want to know if there is an 
efficient way to find this minimum requested delay bound. 
This is Problem B stated in Section 2. 

Given n - 1 real-time channels which are schedulable 
over a link, we need to determine the minimum value of d, 
for an n-th channel such that all the n channels are still 
schedulable over the link. To do this, we may first set d, = 
Cn and use Theorem 2 to check whether the channels are 
schedulable or not. If they are, C, is the minimum delay 
bound for channel n. Otherwise, d, must be increased 
according to the extent that the inequality of Theorem 2 
is violated. This idea leads to the following theorem which 
solves Problem B under a preemptive deadline scheduling 
pohcy. 

Theorem 3: Let f ( t ,  d,) = [(t-di)/zl+Ci and S 
be the set defined in Theorem 2 with d, = C,. Then, d, = 
Cn is the solution to Problem B if V t  E S, f ( t ,  C,) 5 t. 
Otherwise, the solution to Problem B is d, = max{dt : t E 
G},  where G = S n  {t : f ( t ,  Cn) > t }  and dt is computed as 
dt = Cn + kjTn + E ;  $ . E : ,  with k; = [ ( f ( t ,  Cn> - t)/Cnl - 
1, E ;  f ( t ,Cn)  - t - k;Cn,  E: = t - Cn - rEiTn, IC: 
[(t - Cn)/Tn]. 

Proof: From Theorem 2, if Vt  E S, f ( t ,Cn) 5 t ,  then 
all n channels are schedulable over the link with the n-th 
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channel choosing dn = C,. Since d,  can not be smaller 
than Cn, dn = Cn is the solution to Problem B. 

Otherwise, we need to find a minimum d, such that V t  2 
0, f ( t , d n )  5 t .  Let dn = Cn + 6d and b f ( t , S d )  = [(t - 
C n - 6 d n ) / T n ] + C n  - [(t-Cn)/Tnl+Cn. 'Then, f ( t , d n )  = 
f(t,  Cn) + 6f(t ,  Sd) .  For any t o  E G, definle 

Then, Vt  2 0, f ( t , d , )  5 t if and only if V t  2 0, Vto E 
G,  f t o ( t )  + S f ( t , S d )  5 t .  So, we only need to find the 
minimum value of 6d such that the latter inequality holds. 

Let t o  be a fixed point in G. We first find a minimum Sdto 
such that the inequality f t o ( t )  + Sf(t ,  Sdlo) 5 t holds for 
all t 2 0. Write 6dt0 = k 2 T n  + €2, t o  - Cn = + €io, 
with k? = 16dto/TnJ,  k i0  = [ ( t o  - Cn)/TnJ. Since the 
first n - 1 channels are schedulable over the link, we can 
restrict Sdto 5 t o  - C,. Under this conldition, functions 
f t o ( t ) ,  6f(t, 6dt0) and t are plotted in Fig. 11. From Fig. 1, it 
is easy to see that f t o ( t )+6 f ( t ,  6dto)  5 t holds for all t 2 0 if 
and only if this inequality holds at t = t o  and t = tl , where 
tl = t o  + €2 - E:'. Notice that S f ( t o ,  Sdto)i = -(k: + l)Cn 
and Sf(t1, 6dto)  = -k2Cn. Thus, k: and 6dt0 must satisfy 
the following two inequalities: 

f ( t 0 ,  Cn) - I C ~ C ~  5 t l  = t o  + E ~ P  - E ~ O .  

The values of k? and €2 which satisfy the above inequali- 
ties and minimize Sdto = k 2 T n  + are: 

€ t o  - - f ( t0 ,  Cn) - t o  + 6:' - k 2 C n  == €7 + 6:'. 

vt 2 0, f t o ( t )  + Sf(t ,  S d t 0 )  5 t 

The minimum Sdto thus obtained such that 

is 

Sdta = k 2 T n  + €2 = k p T n  + c y  + E : O .  

Since S f ( t ,  Sd) is a decreasing function of Sd, the mini- 
mum value of Sd that satisfies 

f t o ( t )  + bf( t ,  Sd) 5 t ,  Vt 2 0,Vto E G 

is thus 

6d = max{6dto : t o  E G) . 

This proves that d = max{dt  : t E G }  is the solution to 
Problem B. 0 

t 
t 

4 

c4p 
t 

S f ( t ,  W o )  

Fig. 1. Plots of f t o ( t ) , S f ( t , Sd to )  and t . 
Example 2: We want to establish a real-time chan- 

nel 73 = (T3,C3,d3)  = (12 ,3 ,d3)  over a link over which 
two other channels 71 = ( T l , C l , d l )  = (10,2,5), 72 = 
(Tz, CZ,  dz )  = (8 ,4 ,8 )  have already been established. What 
is the minimum value of ds such that all three channels are 
schedulable over the link? 

Solution: The maximum utilization of the link 

3 

C i / z  = 2/10 + 4/8 + 3/12 = 0.95 < 1 
i= l  

so such a d3 exists. Using Theorem 3, first let d3 = C3 = 3.  
Then, f ( t ,3 )  = [(t - 5)/101+2 + [(t - 8)/81+4 + [(t - 
3)/121+3. From the definitions in Theorem 2, t,,, = 65 
and 

Si = {5,15,25,35,45,55,65} 
Sz = {8,16,24,32,40,48,56,64} 
S3 = {3,15,27,39,51,63} 
s = SI us2 us3. 

It is easy to verify that the inequality f ( t ,3 )  5 t holds 
over S except in G = {8,16} with f(8,3) = 9 and f ( l6 ,3 )  = 
18. Using the formulae in Theorem 3, d8 = 9 and dI6 = 6. 
Thus, we get the solution d3 = max{dt : t E G} = 9. The 
correctness of the solution was verified in Example 1. 

Notice that the result of [2] can not be used for this ex- 
ample since GI + C2 + C3 = 9 > min{Tl, Tz, T3) = 8. To 
compare the proposed scheme with that of [5], let us com- 
pute the worst-case delay for 73's packets from the priority 
scheduling policy. Since 73 is not supposed to affect the de- 
lay guarantees for 71 and 72's packets, its packets must be 
assigned the lowest p r i ~ r i t y . ~  Then, when packets of all 

3Assigning 73's priority higher than TI or TZ will cause one of 71 or 
72's packet to miss its deadline when two packets, one for each channel, 
arrive simultaneously. 
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three channels (one per channel) arrive at the link simul- 
taneously, the delay of 73’s packet will be 15. Thus, the 
solution in [5] to Example 2 would be at least 15.4 One 
can see that the gap between the sufficient condition of [SI 
and our sufficient and necessary condition for the schedu- 
lability of real-time channels is quite large, indicating the 
superiority of the latter. 

It is worth mentioning that our results remain true even 
if the requested delay bound dd is larger than the minimum 
packet inter-arrival time Ti. 

As mentioned in Section 2 ,  if the summation of the min- 
imum delay bounds over the links of a real-time channel 
- Le., D* = czl d;*, where m is the number of links of 
the channel, df is the minimum delay bound (solution of 
Problem B) over link i - is not greater than the requested 
end-to-end delay D ,  the real-time channel can be success- 
fully established. However, unless D* = D ,  the minimum 
delay bound d;* should not be used directly to calculate 
the deadline of a packet for the run-time scheduling since 
doing this would guarantee the end-to-end delay bound to 
be D* instead of D ,  which is too tight and may hinder the 
establishment of other channels in future. So, we need to 
use the minimum delay bound dz to calculate a requested 
delay bound di such that czl di = D. This is called the 
Requested De lay  Assignment Procedure (RDAP). The main 
objective of RDAP is to free over-reserved link resources 
(i.e., increase df to d i )  in order to accommodate more chan- 
nels in future. RDAP should depend on the topology of the 
network and traffic patterns. Intuitively, more resources 
should be freed over links in the “downtown” area where 
more requests for establishing channels over them are likely 
to occur. If no particular network topology or traffic pat- 
terns are known, a reasonable RDAP is to increase di’s 
equally over links. 

The complexity of the solutions to Problems A and B 
presented in Theorems 2 and 3 is of the order of the size 
of set S which, from its definition in Theorem 2, is reason- 
ably small when the maximum link utilization Cyrl Ci/Z 
is not too close to one. However, as the link utilization 

C i / z  approaches one, S could become very large. 
One way to deal with this problem is to avoid the heavily- 
loaded links (e.g., with utilizations > 0.9) during the vir- 
tual circuit routing phase. This is based on the reasoning 
that links with high utilizations induce large delays, and 
thus, new real-time channels should not be added to them. 

If the size of S is still thought to be too large even for 
moderately loaded links, one can use the following sufficient 
condition for the schedulability of n channels over a link 
that only needs to validate an inequality on at most n 
points. 

A set of channels ri = ( E ,  Ci, d i ) ,  i = 1,2, ..., n, is said 
to be ordered if d l  5 dz 5 . . ‘ 5 d,. 

deadline scheduling algorithm if Cy=l Ci/Ti < 1, and 

k 

Vk E K ,  C(1+ ( d k  - di)/E)Ci 5 d k ,  
i=l 

where K = {1,2, ..., n} - { k  : d k  = d k + l ,  1 5 k 5 n - 1). 

Proof: We want to prove that satisfaction of the above 
inequality implies that of the condition of Theorem 1. De- 
note A(t) = Cyzl [ ( t -d i )  f5719Ci-t. Let K = { k l ,  ...) k,) 
such that k1 < k2 < + .  . < k,, and let d k o  = 0, dk,+l = 00. 

Then, E P k , ,  &,+A 
k, 

A(t )  = C[(t - di)/Zl+Ci - t 
i=l  

k, 

C(1+ (t  - di)/Z)Ci - t 5 
i=l 

k, 

5 (E G/Z - I)&, + C(1- di/Z)Ci 

k, 

C(1+ ( d k ?  - di)/Z)C; - d k ,  

i=l i=l 

= 

5 0. 
i=l 

Since the above inequality holds for j = 0,1, ..., m, we , 
have Vt  2 0, A(t) 5 0. Thus the condition of Theorem 1 is 
satisfied. 0 

An interesting by-product of Theorem 4 is a sufficient 
condition for the schedulability of channels when d,/z 
equals a constant 8, called the the system hazard [SI, for 
all 1 5 i 5 n. Peng and Shin [S ]  proved that the schedula- 
bility condition is 6 2 Cy=l Ca/Ti. Using Theorem 4, we 
have another sufficient condition using the system hazard: 

I 

E k 

6 2 max((1 + (1 - Ci/Z) /  Ci/Tk)-’]. 
i=l i=l 

k € K  

Since Ci f T k  5 Ci/Z, Peng’s condition in [SI implies 
ours, so it is not as tight as ours. The following exam- 
ple shows how much of improvement over Peng’s condition 
can be achieved by using our sufficient condition: 

e Task 71 : TI = 4, Cl = 2, 
e Task r 2  : T2 = 16, C2 = 4. 

Using Peng’s condition, the minimum system hazard 0 is 
E:=, C;/Z = 0.75. f iom our condition, 6 can be as small 
as 0.6. This shows the tightness (superiority) of the suffi- 
cient condition of Theorem 4. 

It is worth pointing out that the simplicity of the con- 
ditions of Theorem 4 is achieved at the cost that they are 

Theorem 4: A set of ordered channels 7; = (z , Ci, d i ) ,  i = 
I, ..., n,  are schedulable over a link with the preemptive 

only sufficient, but not necessary, conditions. Violation ‘ 
of sufficient conditions does not necessarily mean that the 

4Actually, since 15 is larger than T3, [5] cannot give a solution for 
Example 2 
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channels are not schedulable over the link. However, in case 
the simplicity of the algorithm is more desirable than the 
tightness of the results, the sufficient conditions of Theorem 
4 can be used for the establishment of real-time channels 
as described below. 

A set of channels is said to be strongly schedulable over 
a link if the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied. Then, 
we have the following problem which is a modified version 
of Problem B. 

Problem B’: Suppose n-1 channels, q = (x, Ci, di ) ,  i = 
1,2,  ..., n - 1 ,  are strongly schedulable over a link. 
Given a new channel T~ with minimum packet inter- 
arrival time Tn and maximum packet transmission time 
C,, what is the minimum value of d, such that all 
~i = (Ti, Ci, d i ) ,  i = 1,2 ,  ..., n are still ;strongly schedu- 
lable? 

The following theorem solves Problem Ei’. 

Theorem 5: Let d ,  = cn. If for k =: 1, . . . , n, 6k = 
x d s < d k ( l  + (dk - di)/?)Ci - dk 5 0, then dn = cn is the 
solution to Problem B’. Otherwise, let KG = {k : 6k > 
0). The solution to Problem B’ is d,  = max{dk : k E 
KG},  where d$ = Cn 4- (Tn/Cn)Sk if Cn + (Tn/Cn)Sk < dk ,  
otherwise, dk = dk + (cn - dk + ( T n / C n ) b k ) / ( l  + (1 - 
& , i d k  Ci / E >  (Tn /Cn >> * 

We omit the proof of the Theorem 5 here since it follows 
the same idea as that of Theorem 3. 

For the purpose of comparison, we redo  Example 2 with 
Theorem 5.  First, set d3 = C, = 3. Here only two points 
need to be checked: 61 = (1 + ( d l  - d3)/T3)C3 + C1 - 
dl  = 0.5 > 0, and SZ = (1 + (dz  - d l ) /T l ) iC l  + (1 + (dz  - 
d3)/T3)C3 + Cz - d2 = 57/20 > 0. Thus, KG = {1,2}. 
From Theorem 5 ,  d: = 5 and d i  = 13.3. So d3 = 14 
is the minimum (integer-valued) requested delay bound 
which can be assigned to channel 5 such that the three 
channels are strongly schedulable over the link. 

This example shows that the result obtained from The- 
orem 5 is usually not as good as that obtained from The- 
orem 3. However, since the computational complexity of 
Theorem 5 is in the order of the number of channels to 
be scheduled, Theorem 5 is useful when a smaller channel 
establishment time is required. 

In this example, the solution obtained from Theorem 
5 is shown to be better than Kandlur’s I:5] (see Example 
2). Although this cannot be said in general, our solution 
always requires less computation than Kandlur’s. 

IV. NON-PREEMPTIVE SCHEIDULING 
All the results obtained in the last section are based on 

the assumption that a preemptive deadline scheduling pol- 
icy is used. Using a preemptive scheduling policy implies 
that the transmission of a packet may be interrupted and 
resumed later when another packet with at tighter deadline 
arrives. Unlike task scheduling, this may be difficult to 
implement in practice, because it requires the in-progress 
transmission of packet to be aborted. So, it is important 

to study the use of a non-preemptive scheduling policy. 
The following theorem offers a simple means of checking 
the schedulability of channels over a link under a non- 
preemptive deadline scheduling policy. 

Theorem 6: In the presence of non real-time packets, 
a set of real-time channels ri = ( E ,  Ci, di ) ,  i = 1 , 2 , .  . ., n,  
are schedulable over a link under the non-preemptive dead- 
line scheduling policy if and only if 

n 

V t 2 &in, C[(t - d j ) / T j l + C j  + Cp 5 t ,  
j=1  

where dmin = min{di : 1 5 i 5 n } ,  and Cp is the time 
needed to transmit a maximum-size packet. 

Proof of the necessary condition: We prove this by con- 
tradiction. Suppose the channels are schedulable over the 
link and there exists a t o  2 dmin such that xj”=l[(to - 
d j ) / T j l + C j  + Cp > t o .  Consider the following scenario. 
The link has been idle for all t < 0. At t = 0-, a maximum- 
size non real-time packet arrived at the link and then began 
transmitting at t = 0 (would last for Cp seconds). Starting 
from t = 0, all the real-time channels’ messages are gen- 
erated at their maximum rates. Then, the time needed to 
transmit all these real-time packets with deadlines 5 t o  is 

[ ( t o  - dj)/Tjl+Cj. Since all n channels are schedula- 
ble over the link, these packets must be transmitted before 
time t o ,  i.e., 

n 

3 =I 

This contradicts the assumption. 

Proof of the suficient condition: We use contradiction 
again. Suppose the inequality of the theorem holds, but 
the channels are not schedulable over the link. Then, there 
exists a tl such that a real-time packet is being transmitted 
at time t = tl and misses its deadline. Let t o  5 tl be the 
earliest time such that in the time interval [ to ,  t l ] ,  the link 
is busy transmitting only those packets with deadlines 5 tl .  
Thus, at t = to ,  the link is either idle, transmitting a non 
real-time packet, or transmitting a real-time packet with 
deadline 1 t l .  

If the link is idle at t = t o ,  then tl - t o  2 dmin since a 
message generated after t o  misses its deadline at ti. Also, 
during the time interval [ t o ,  t13,  the link is busy transmit- 
ting only those messages which are generated at the link 
during the time interval [to,tl] and with deadlines 5 t l .  
The maximum time needed to transmit these messages is 
T = [(tl --to - d j ) / T j l + C j .  Since one message misses 
its deadline at t l ,  this T must be larger than tl  - t o ,  that 
is, 

n 

C[(tl - t o  - dj)/Tjl+Cj > tl - t o .  
j = 1  

By letting t = tl  - t o ,  one can see that the above inequality 
contradicts the inequality of the theorem. 
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If the link is transmitting a non real-time message at 
t = to ,  then tl - 20 + C, 2 dmin since a message gener- 
ated after t o  - Cp misses its deadline at t l .  Also, during 
the time interval [ t o ,  t l ] ,  the link is busy transmitting only 
those messages generated at the link during the time pe- 
riod [t0-Cp, t ~ ]  (this corresponds to the worst-case that the 
non real-time packet has the maximum length) and hav- 
ing deadlines 5 t l ,  The maximum time needed to transmit 
these messages is T = cyzl [(tl - t o  + C, - d j ) / T j l + C j .  
Since there is a message missing its deadline at t l ,  this T 
must be larger than tl - t o ,  i.e., 

By letting t = tl - t o  + Cp, one can see that the above 
inequality contradicts the inequality of the theorem with 
i = 0. 

Now suppose the link is transmitting a message belong- 
ing to a real-time channel io at t = to .  From the definition 
of t o ,  this message must have been generated at the link 
at time to - Cp (again, this corresponds to the worst-case 
that the real-time packet is of the maximum length) and 
has a deadline > t l .  Then, dmin 5 tl - t o  + Cp < di,. 
Also, during the time interval [ t o ,  t l ] ,  the link is busy trans- 
mitting only those messages generated at the link dur- 
ing the time period [ to  - Cp, t l]  and have deadlines 5 t l .  
The maximum time needed to transmit these messages is 
T = cyZl [(ti - t o  + Cp - d j ) / q 1 + .  Since there is a mes- 
sage missing its deadline at t l ,  this T must be larger than 
tl - t o ,  i.e., 

n 

[(tl - t o  + Cp - d , ) / r j l+  > tl - t o .  
j=1 

By letting t = tl - t o  + C,, one can see the above inequality 
0 

Results similar to Theorems 2 - 5 for the non-preemptive 
scheduling policy can be obtained from Theorem 6 as fol- 
lows. 

contradicting the inequality of the theorem. 

Theorem 7: In the presence of non real-time packets, a 
set of real-time channels ri = ( E ,  Ci, d i ) ,  i = 1,2 ,  ..., n, are 
schedulable over a link under the non-preemptive deadline- 
driven scheduling policy if and only if both of the following 
hold: 

1. Cj”=lCj/Tj 5 1. 
2. Vt  E S, Cy=l [(t - d i ) /T i l+Ci  + Cp 5 t ,  

where S =  Uy==,S;, S; = { d i + n Z  : n = 0 , 1 , . . . ,  
l(tmam - & ) / E l } ,  and t m m  = max{di,. . . , d,, 
( C p  + cy=l(l - d i / T i ) C i ) / ( l  - c;=1 CilZ)}. 

Theorem 7 allows us to  check only a finite number of 
points to verify the schedulability of channels. The fol- 
lowing theorem gives the solution to Problem B under the 
non-preemptive scheduling policy. 

Theorem 8:  Let f(t, d,) = [(t - d j ) / T j l + C j  + C, 
and S be the set defined above with d,  = Cn + C,. Then, 
d,  = C,+Cp is the worst-case delay if f ( t ,  Cn) 5 t ,  V t  E S. 
Otherwise, the worst-case delay is d, = max{dt : t E G), 
where G = S n {t  : f ( t ,  Cn) > t )  and d‘ is computed as 
dt = Cn+k:T,+E;+c:, with k; L(f(t, C,)-t)/C,J, E >  = 
f(t,Cn)-t-k.;C,, E: =t-C,-k:T,, k: = L(t-C,)/Tn]. 

Also, we have the sufficient conditions for the schedula- 
bility of channels under a non-preemptive scheduling pol- 
icy. 

Theorem 9: A set of ordered channels 7-i = ( E ,  Cj, d;) ,  i 
1, ..., n, are schedulable over a link with the non-preemptive 
deadlinedriven algorithm if Cy=l Ci/% < 1 and 

k 

C(l+ ( d k  - d j ) / r j ) c j  + Cp 5 d k ,  Vk E K ,  
i=l 

w h e r e K = { 1 , 2 , . . . , n ) - ( k : d k  = d k + l , P < k ~ n - I } .  

Similarly, a set of channels is said to be stroltgly schedu- 
[able under a non-preemptive deadline scheduling policy if 
the conditions of Theorem 9 are satisfied. The following 
theorem solves Problem B’. 

Theorem 10: Let d,  = C,+C,. Iffor i = 0 , . . e , n ,  k = 
1,. . ., n, 

S k ( i )  = (1 + (dk - d j ) / T j ) C j  + Ci - dk 5 0 
d, <m1n{d,,dh} 

then d,  = C,+Cp is the solution to Problem B. Otherwise, 
let K& = { k  : S k ( i )  > 0). The solution to Problem B is 

d, = max {max{dk(i) : k E I<&) 
O < z < n  

where d k ( i )  = C, + (T,/C,)Sk(i) if Cn + (T,/C,)Sk(i) < 
dk ,  otherwise, cl; = dk + (C, - dk + (T,/C,)&(i))/(l + 
- C d , < d k  Ci/x)(Tf/c,)). 
We omitted proofs of Theorems 7 - 10 since using The- 

orem 6, they are basically the same as that of Theorems 2 
- 5. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We presented solutions to two fundamental problems as- 

sociated with the establishment of real-time channels: (1) 
checking the schedulability of channels, 
ing the minimum delay bound over a lin 
tive and non-preemptive deadline sched 
studied. The solutions give direct answ 
mance verification problem for the esta 
time channels. 

We have not addressed the routing pr 
first step in establishing a real-time 
ble solution to this problem is t 
bound obtained from Problem B 
choose the shortest length route bet 
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the destination. However, since such a link length depends 
on the number of real-time channels running through the 
link, we must coordinate the simultaneous establishment 
of several real-time channels if a distributed channel es- 
tablishment procedure is used. Another remaining prob- 
lem is error control. Transmission errors are inevitable in 
computer networks. If an error control protocol like ARQ 
is used at either the link-to-link or the lend-to-end level, 
it would be very difficult to calculate the packet delivery 
delay since the acknowledgment and retransmission delays 
must also be considered. An even more difficult situation is 
when a link/node failure occurs, which means the source- 
to-destination route must be altered. Solutions to these 
problems are currently under development and will be re- 
ported in forthcoming papers. We are adso implementing 
our algorithms on HARTS [9] , an experimental distributed 
real-time system currently being developed at the Real- 
time Computing Laboratory, The University of Michigan. 
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